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A new Australian recording
two fascinating composers

welcomes intriguing viola rarrties by Hans Cil and
who the Nazis endeavoured to banish to a musical

Ernst Krenek,
wild e rness

ans G6l and Ernst Krenek are hardly
names familiar to modern audiences.
I came to them initially through an

interest in their place in history rather than
through their music. while researching
composers banned by the Nazis. But I soon
discovered they had each written substantial
works of impressive quality for the vio1a.

I became fascinated by how two Viennese
composers, with such stellar careers before they
were forced into exile (G61 as a Jew, Krenek
denounced as degenerate), could have been
so overlooked since. G61's works were being
performed by distinguished conductors like
Furtwdngler, Busch, Weingartner and Szell

By 1927, his opera Die Heilige Ente (The Sacred

Duck) was in the repertory of 13 German opera
companies. In the same yearKrenek'sJonny Spielt
Auf (JonnyPlays On) premiered; it enjoyed an
incredible 421 performances in various houses

in its first season alone, and made its composer
a household name. After they fled Vienna in
1938, G51 found his way to Scotland and Krenek
eventually settled in California Both continued
to compose prolifically, but the world no longer
seemed interested in what they had to say.

n* Barry Humphries met
Krenek to diseuss an
Australian produetion
of Jonny Spielt Auf "

As it happened, Barry Humphries, who
has the most eclectic taste in music, is an

unashamed fan of both G61 and Krenek. He
is patron of the Hans G6l Society and met
Krenek ln California to discuss an Australian
production of Jonny Spielt Auf. It was fascinating
to talk to him about his recollections, and as

he is a Melba Founding Ambassador it was not
difficult for me to persuade Melba Recordings
to take up this project. Melba are always on the
lookout for unusual repertoire - my first disc
for them was of forgotten works by Charles
Koechlin and Joseph Jongen.

Gdl and Krenek were contemporaries,
but drew on very different strands of
Vienna's musical heritage, and I felt that that
juxtaposition made for an interesting coupling.
Gdl was influenced by Schubert and Brahms,
and his music is mellifluous and rvarm-hearted.
He once said, "I cannot imagine music without
tonality. In my consciousness, tonalitv is as

firm as a rock. We are subject to gravitation, but
we have learnt that weightlessness exists So

atonality may exis! but I cannot imagine it any
more than I can imagine weightlessness . I have
accepted the fact that people can live without
welght and without tonality. I am afraid i can't."

Krenek, by contrast, was heavily influenced
by Schoenberg's twelve-tone system, and was
as much a believer in that system as G61r,vas

in traditional tonality. Krenek saw the method
as an analogue of Christian humanism, since

both, he said, offered freedom under order
and diversitywithin unity. But Krenek was a

musical chameleon, influenced by jazz and even
electronic music As Barry Humphries says, "his
versatility might have been his worst enemy."
The two sonatas on the CD are written in a free
twelve-tone styIe, at times gritty, but always
characterful and expressive. Pianist Timothy
Young and I tried to bring out those qualities

and give the rr orks a real sense of narrative.
When l orking on previously unrecorded

pieces there are lots of decisions to make, not
only about interpretation, but also identifying
and correcting r\ rong notes and inconsistencies
ln the score Helping Tim and I bring the music
to life rn'ere producer Peter Taplin and engineer
Alex Stinson - it's easy to forget that every
recording is verv much a team effort!

For me there will always be many "what
if . ?" questions about these two men. Clearly
the political upheaval in Europe stopped them
in their tracks as composersi yet as exiles they
contributed much to their adopted countries
(for example, G61 founded the Edinburgh
International Festival, while Krenek taught
generations of American composers). What
would have happened if G61 had gone
instead to the US and Krenek to Britain?
Would G61 have been tempted to Hollywood
and would Krenek have been embraced as

a hero of modernism - alongside Boulez
and Stockhausen - by a modernist-friendly,
musical establishment in Britain?... or what if
instead both had emigrated to Australia...?

Roger Benedict's Voices in the Wilderness is out
on Melba Recordings and reviewed on p.77
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